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Arrays, arrays and more arrays: part 4
Getting bored of arrays and listboxes … By Mike Mee.

Introduction
Welcome to the final (honest!) part of my long-
running series on VBA arrays. You will be glad 
to also hear that this article will knock listboxes 
on the head too. Similar to the colloquial term 
known as a BOGOF (Buy One, Get One Free), this 
article series has been more akin to DOGOWI 
(Dragging On, Get On With It).

Get ready …
I have been promising this ‘finale’ to the arrays 
series for some issues now. My apologies for the 
delay(s) that have prevented it until this issue.

To begin then; create a new document and 
add some tables to it. Make sure that they have 
random elements, even with some merged cells. 
Put different themes on them and such like.

This will be your target document that you 
will also be adding the code to along with a user 
form and a new code module.

And we’re off!
Whilst it will not look as heavy-duty as my full 
blown Table Inspector, the user form you will 
create will show you the basics of how to use 
arrays behind the scenes of a user form with a 
listbox on it.

The listbox will be linked to a Refresh button 
which will also be added to the user form.

Create the user form first
Open up your test document and add a simple 
user form via the VBA Editor (ALT F11). Insert 
the user form into your project in the usual way 

Remember to make it wide enough to hold a 
wide listbox. This is due to the information we 
are extracting from the tables in the current 
document. As a rough guide, to prevent any 
scrollbars from appearing, I would aim around 
the 400 pixel width. The height can be whatever 
you want it to be.

Play around with the various user form 
properties and change it to how you want it  
to look.

Finally, remember to assign it a name that is 
easy to remember within the forthcoming VBA 
code. I have called mine ‘frmTables’.

Give it a title too, such as, ‘Table Inspector’, 
perhaps? Or whatever you want to call it.

Now add the listbox
Next, you need to add the listbox via the 
Toolbox option. It is the fifth icon along (or the 
first one on the second row – depending on how 
you count icons) in the form that contains all of 
the available VBA controls available.

Similarly as for the 
name assigned to the 
user form, I named my 
listbox as ‘lstTables’.

Configuring the listbox
The next stage is to alter 
the properties of the 
listbox that you have 
just added to the user 
form using the form’s 
Properties window on 

the left-hand side. Change these values:
 � The ColumnCount value needs to be set to 9.
 � The ColumnWidths value needs to hold 9 x 
separate widths, but for now, type in:

 � 20,20,30,20,20,20,20,20,20
 � When you press Enter, the values will be 
converted to and stored as points instead.

 � Make sure that MultiSelect is set to ‘0 – 
frmMultiSelectSingle’ as this prevents you 
from selecting multiple tables in the listbox.

Finally, add a Refresh button
Add a button to the form somewhere and 
label this one ‘Refresh’ with the VBA name of 
cmdRefresh.

Whilst it might look quite simple, you should 
now have a basic user form, which contains a 
listbox and a command button. 

Add the code module
We can now start adding the VBA code. 
This is the code from the mini article in the 
Summer 2019 and Spring 2019 issues called 
LookAtTables (see Figure 1). 

This should be pasted into the form’s code 
module by double-clicking on the form and 
pasting in the routine. Do not add it as a 
separate code module!

However, there is one thing you need to tweak 
with regards to the previous code module, as I 
made another mini error!

The public variable definition of the array 
needs to be moved into a separate code module. 
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Option Base 1 ' arrays to start at 1

' Define variables
Public lngTable As Long
Public lngTotTabs As Long
Public strTabAutoFit As String
Public strHRowsR As String
Public strTabUni As String
Public lngRowsCnt As Long
Public lngColsCnt As Long

' ** Inspect all Tables in document **
Private Sub LookAtTables()

' Get total number of tables
With ActiveDocument
lngTotTabs =.Tables.Count
End With

' Only extract info about the tables if there are some.
If lngTotTabs <> 0 Then

' Restate array with tables count
ReDim arrTabs(lngTotTabs, 9)

For lngTable = 1 To lngTotTabs
With ActiveDocument.Tables(lngTable)

' Does this table repeat its first row headings?
If .Uniform = True Then
  strTabUni = "Y"  
  strHRowsR = IIf(.Rows(1).HeadingFormat = True, "Y", "N")
Else
  strTabUni = "N"
  strHRowsR = "N/A"
End If

‘ Examine table’s preferred width
Select Case .PreferredWidth
Case Is < 100
   strTabAutoFit = "Con" ' Fit to Contents?

Case Is>= 100
   strTabAutoFit = "Win" ' Fit to Window?

Case Else
   strTabAutoFit = "Fix" ' Fixed
End Select

lngRowsCnt = .Rows.Count
lngColsCnt = .Columns.Count

‘ Store properties into array
arrTabs(lngTable, 1) = lngTable
arrTabs(lngTable, 2) = strTabUni
arrTabs(lngTable, 3) = strTabAutoFit
arrTabs(lngTable, 4) = strHRowsR
arrTabs(lngTable, 5) = lngRowsCnt
arrTabs(lngTable, 6) = lngColsCnt
arrTabs(lngTable, 7) = IIf(.AllowAutoFit = True, "Y", "N")
arrTabs(lngTable, 8) = IIf(.Rows.WrapAroundText = True, "Y", "N")
arrTabs(lngTable, 9) = IIf(.Borders.Enable = True, "Y", "N")

End With

‘ Do the same for the next table
Next lngTable

‘ No tables found / all tables done?
End If
End Sub

Figure 1. LookAtTables code, used in Spring 2019 and Summer 2019 articles
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Insert a new code module and move the 
following line into this code module:
Public arrTabs() As String
This is because you cannot declare certain 

items, arrays being one of them, inside a form’s 
code block. It needs to be in a proper code 
module. My fault for rushing, yet again!

Displaying the form
As we have covered in previous articles, we need 
to hook into the UserForm_Initialize event so 
that when the form is displayed, it knows to run 
any VBA code inside this routine first.

This is where we populate the listbox with the 
data and any other defaults that we need to cover.

If the form’s code is not showing, double-click 
on it first. 

Copy and paste the routine below into the 
form’s module.

Sub UserForm_Initialize()
LookAtTables
lstTables.Clear
lstTables.List = arrTabs
End Sub

The subroutine above the main LookAtTables 
routine that you have just copied into the 
module previously. This is only done once when 
the form is first displayed.

Once the array has been populated, the 
listbox’s current contents are cleared and the 
contents of the array arrTabs are assigned to 
the listbox. You can run the form’s code and it 
should display a list of the tables present in the 
document.

Note: If you have not created a test document 
with tables in, then the listbox will be very empty!

Close the form and go back to the VBA Editor 
as we next need to add the code behind the 
Refresh button. 

The ‘Refresh’ button
Double-click on the Refresh button and the VBA 
Editor will create (if it does not already exist) the 
Sub/End Sub for the cmdRefresh_Click event.

The VBA behind this button calls the same 
code asvthe UserForm_Initialize, whereby it 
resets the listbox and re-examines all of the 
tables within the current document.

Sub cmdRefresh_Click()
LookAtTables
lstTables.Clear
lstTables.List = arrTabs
End Sub

Copy the three lines from the above code into 
your newly created cmdRefresh subroutine.

Up and running
If you run the form for a second time on your test 
document, it should appear as before with a list 
of any of the tables in your document, like this:

Yes, it’s ugly. But it works!
If you click the Refresh button, the listbox 

will be refreshed. Whilst this might seem to be a 
waste of VBA, it will become more useful as you 
add more (and more) functions to the form.

This is exactly how I built up my Table 
Inspector (and other) forms. Add the basics, 
then add more functions which link into the 
existing functions. 

Add some labels above the listbox
To make the listbox look that bit neater, we can 
add some labels above the listbox columns so 
that we know what each column refers to. There 
are 9 elements in the array and, as a refresher, 
they refer to:
1. Table number
2. Table Uniform status (merged cells or not)
3. Table’s Autofit status (Contents, Window)
4. If heading rows are repeated or not
5. Number of rows
6. Number of columns
7. Is AutoFit allowed? (True/False)
8. Is Wrap-around text allowed? (True/False)
9. Are borders enabled? (True/False)

The one thing you will notice as you add labels 
above the columns is that they do not line up 
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with the contents. That’s where the tweaking of 
the ColumnWidths property comes into play.

What else can we do with it?
There are some quick fixes / alterations that we 
can do to the tables in the test document, but 
they will require more buttons to be added.

For each new function added, we need to 
include some code that will go through and 
find which table was selected and operate on 
that single table alone. You don’t want your 
functions to alter every table, every time as that 
could lead to chaos.

Instead, when the button is clicked, it needs to 
go through the array and examine the contents of 
the listbox and find out which table was selected.

This table then becomes the target for whatever 
the code does that is behind the button. This 
belongs to the events functionality and the 
example code will show a simple message box 
when a table is selected in the list box.

' Displays the table selected
Private Sub lstTables_Change()
If lstTables.Value <> -1 Then
    MsgBox "You selected table #" & 
lstTables.Value
End If
End Sub

It is extra simple code but it shows you how 
easy it is to work out which table number was 
selected from the listbox. The additional check 
to make sure that a table has actually been 
selected ensures that false flags will not appear 
when you click the Refresh button.

Any new routines that you add to the form 
could use the lstTables.value code to work out 
what table number to perform an operation on.

Note: You can make the listbox multi-selectable 
so that many tables can be tweaked at the same 
time, but there wasn’t enough room for that 
length of event-driven source code in this article.

A quick new function: Delete table
This was the smallest function that I could 
come up with and it needs you to add a new 
button to the form — Delete — and name it 
cmdDelTable.

The code below will need to be copied 
underneath this new button:

Private Sub cmdDelTable_Click()
' Exit if no table has been selected
If lstTables.Value = -1 Then Exit Sub

With ActiveDocument.Tables(lstTables.Value)
    .Delete
End With

MsgBox “The selected table has been removed 
from the document.”

End Sub

It uses the same check as the previous code to 
prevent the Delete command failing because a 
table was not selected in the list box.

It’s simple code, but it works.

Working with other listbox events
When you are working with listboxes, there is a 
whole range of VBA Events that you can add your 
own code to. I recommend a trip to the Microsoft 
VBA coding repository to see a selection of them.

I used a few of them in my Table Inspector, 
but I will only give a simple example with 
this article as the code you are creating is 
not as encompassing my own. Not that there 
is anything stopping you from downloading 
the full source code to the Word Toolbox and 
having a look at what I do.

Next time
Following on from this article’s coverage of 
listboxes, I will show you some other GUI type 
options you can add to your user forms. And 
yes, some of them can use arrays, but not all of 
them. In case you wanted a break from reading 
about / coding with VBA arrays …

Down on the farm
Work is on-going. I had my first ever ‘end-of-year’ 
visit with my accountant. I got to see how much 
HMRC wants from me in ‘pounds of flesh’. 

There were some large numbers jumping 
out from the page, which look quite scary 
especially when I have been a permanent 
employee until now.

With the whole of the public sector going 
‘inside IR35’ (or so it is reckoned) by April 2020, 
these figures are not going to ‘get better’ either. 
Such are the joys of being self-employed!

Spectrum Next .. still delayed
I haven’t given up on the Spectrum Next, but 
that’s had more than its fair share of delays due 
to the manufacturing process and because it’s a 
Kickstarter, you just have to take these delays to 
your investment on the chin. I’ll have to make do 
with the Raspberry Pi 4 in the meantime  C

Mike Mee FISTC   
is a contract technical author.  
E: mugukmail@gmail.com 
T: @Mug_UK 
W: www.mikestoolbox.co.uk  
– my toolkit for Word 2007-2018
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